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Abstract
Musical Chairs is a project that explores ways to bring more music and sound art
into people’s homes in an unobtrusive manner. In a world of embeddable technologies and
Internets of Things, the home is getting increasingly “smarter” and not all things are as
they once seemed–a refrigerator can tell you the weather, a smart speaker can order a
dollhouse. By embedding musicality in everyday home objects, performable sonic beauty
can be all around without requiring any dedicated space to hold instruments. One no
longer requires a grand piano taking up space in order to host a Salon.
This dissertation discusses the author’s philosophies on the benefits of such a paradigm,
and provides four examples of how this could be implemented in common household furniture pieces. Musical Chairs consists of a set of hand-crafted living room furniture: an
Ottoman, Wingback-style Armchair, Coffee Table, and End Table. All contain embedded
sensing electronics that control custom synthesis software which are connected to loudspeakers built into the furniture. Each piece has its own interface developed specifically
for the type of furniture and how it is traditionally used. The sound design is conceived
to work in tandem with the physical interface and also to create distinct timbral voices for
each furniture/instrument. These pieces have been shown as art installations and conference demos as a basic living room configuration, letting audiences play seemingly mundane
furniture in a musical ensemble.
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Chapter 1
Inspiration & Influences: Select Case Studies

Musical Chairs stems from a long line of inspirational work; most are custom-built
electronic instruments, now commonly known as New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIMEs), while others are pieces of music, pieces of furniture, or conceptual projects focusing on social music making. Some of these NIMEs fall neatly into two clear organological
categories, while other edge cases defy easy organization. It is simple to differentiate between instruments with sensors that connect to external computers & loudspeakers, and
instruments with embedded electronics & loudspeakers. Musical Chairs is classified under
the latter category, now properly called Embedded Acoustic Instruments, as such most of
the following case studies examine instruments within this ontological category and their
relationship to the development of Musical Chairs.
1.1

NIMEs

1.1.1

Embedded Acoustic Instruments

The instruments in Musical Chairs are Embedded Acoustic Instruments. These are
instruments with all necessary sensor and audio hardware embedded in the main body,
linked together with a similarly embedded digital processor or controller. Having everything embedded in a single enclosure makes transport of the instrument fully contained, and
the embedded speakers embrace the natural resonances of the enclosure as part of its final
acoustic sound design. These are also obsolescence-resistant due to using a dedicated singleboard processor.1 This sets them apart from other New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIMEs) in that, as the name suggests, NIMEs primarily focus on the interface and the
performer’s interaction with the instrument. Many of these NIMEs are sensor enclosures
that send data to a standard multi-purpose laptop or desktop PC for further processing and
1

Edgar Berdahl and Wendy Ju, “Satellite CCRMA: A Musical Interaction and Sound Synthesis Platform”, NIME, Oslo Norway, (2011): 173–178.

1

sound synthesis before sending a signal to external loudspeakers, while Embedded Acoustic
Instruments have a complete identity with all sensors, processors and sound making components housed within a single device. In performance, Embedded Acoustic Instruments
should be amplified with a microphone to capture the acoustic resonances of the enclosures
instead of using a line out from a DAC–the speakers resonating within the enclosure are a
crucial component of the sound of the instrument.
•

Lapbox & Stingray
Working with Dr. Edgar Berdahl, the author’s work in Musical Chairs is in the direct

lineage of Dr. Berdahl’s and Satellite CCRMA’s work using embedded speakers and microcontrollers. In many ways, the furniture pieces resemble Berdahl’s pedagogical Lapbox
designs making it “easy for students to assemble and modify to make embedded acoustic
instruments.” 2 The sounding spaces in Musical Chairs are all more-or-less rectangular enclosures closely following Louden’s Ratio3 . Dr. Berdahl’s more complex embedded acoustic
instrument, the Stingray, uses a MIDI keyboard and haptic motorized FireFaders 4 embedded to the enclosure in a reverse-keytar orientation (keyboard is in the neck). The internal
Raspberry Pi takes the data from these sensors and maps it to physical models providing sound output via the embedded speakers, as well as haptic feedback data sent to the
user through the FireFaders. While the subwoofer in the Coffee Table provides vibratory
feedback, none of the pieces in Musical Chairs were designed to offer substantial tactile
feedback.
•

AEMI
The Actuated Embedded Musical Instrument, or AEMI, by Dr. Nick Hwang is another

instrument in the CCRMA lineage. This instrument distinguishes itself with its use of
transducers rather than loudspeakers mounted to the enclosure. This gives the instru2

Edgar Berdahl, “How to Make Embedded Acoustic Instruments”, NIME, London UK, (2014): 140–143.
MM Louden, “Dimensional-Ratios of Rectangular Rooms with Good Distribution of Eigentones”, Acta
Acustica United with Acustica, 24(2), (1971): 101–104.
4
Edgar Berdahl and Alexandros Kontogeorgakopoulos, “The FireFader: Simple, Open-source, and Reconfigurable Haptic Force Feedback for Musicians”, Computer Music Journal, 37(1), (2013): 23–34.
3

2

ment’s body even more influence over the final sound design, using the enclosure’s face as a
sounding board rather than simply a stable mounting point for the drivers. The instrument
is performed using a 3-axis accelerometer within the enclosure, and an array of capacitive
“chips” connected to an MPR-121 capacitive breakout board. This is the same board used
in the Coffee Table.
•

Noisebox
The Noisebox 5 was designed by John Sullivan as a “way to apply fundamental concepts

of designing input devices for new musical instruments directly to practice”. This instrument is again built around a Raspberry Pi running a polyphonic FM-synthesis module
programmed in Pure Data. This synthesizer is manipulated using a SoftPot linear potentiometer and an accelerometer for continuous changes and piezo sensors for triggering.
This is then heard via a driver mounted to the front face of the enclosure. The Noiseboxes
examine unique, traditionally non-musical interfaces with a bent for gestural control of
sound; similar to the JoyStyx ’s exploration of video-game joysticks, which later evolved
into Musical Chairs’s Ottoman.
•

D-Boxes
Breaking from the CCRMA lineage are the Bela D-Boxes.6 Designed by Victor Zappi

and Andrew McPherson, the D-Box is built around their custom low-latency Bela platform
for the BeagleBoard single-board computer. This instrument contains a single embedded
speaker and two capacitive touch sensors mounted to the enclosure. However, this instrument is designed as a hackable circuit-bending instrument. The instrument is able to be
opened, exposing a breadboard of circuitry that the performer is encouraged to play with
the goal of producing “glitchy and unusual sounds”.7 The D-Box’s encouragement of userengagement with the hardware helped push Musical Chairs to its open-source status, with
5

John Sullivan, “Noisebox: Design and Prototype of a New Digital Musical Instrument”, ICMC, Denton
USA, (2015): 266–269.
6
Victor Zappi and Andrew McPherson, “Design and Use of a Hackable Digital Instrument”,
Queen Marry University, Centre for Digital Music, (2014), https://qmro.qmul.ac.uk/xmlui/handle/
123456789/7204
7
Bela: https://blog.bela.io/2016/11/28/dbox/
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the intent of users exploring interfaces and mappings that fit their personal desires.
•

Exertion Instruments
Noah Vawter’s Exertion Instruments 8 are unique in that all power is generated by the

performer. These instruments have embedded synthesizer circuitry, amplifiers, speakers,
and controls for pitch and timbre selection; as well as a control for generating electricity–
generally in the form of a crank or pulley–through the performer’s gestures. In his thesis
“Exertion Music”, Vawter discusses how special attention is paid to matching speakers
with “resonance bodies to produce characteristic timbres, accentuating narrow groups of
frequencies as the bodies of violins and saxophones do”, contrasting how many speaker
systems are designed specifically to be as flat as possible. In a similar fashion, contrasting
the usual generator design–in which power is ideally generated at a continuous rate–the
generators in these instruments are designed to “recover energy from musical gestures” to
give the instruments unique transients.9 In this way Exertion Instruments could be seen
to be fully embodied with no need for any external connections while Musical Chairs does
require a power source.
1.1.2

Embedded Electronics, External Loudspeakers/Processing

The instruments in this section relate to Musical Chairs in that they contain a variety
of embedded electronics and sensors. They vary from Embedded Acoustic Instruments
because they do not have a “direct acoustic output”10 , and in most cases use external
computers as processors.
•

Angry Sparrow
With the goal of “extending the relationship between human gestures and sound by

electronic means”,11 Chikashi Miyama embedded eight IR distance sensors and a microcontroller in a custom wooden box to detect the distance of the performer’s hands from each
8

Noah Theodore Vawter, “Exertion Instruments”, MIT, (2011).
Noah Vawter, “Exertion Music”, MIT, (2010): 6.
10
Edgar Berdahl, “How to Make Embedded Acoustic Instruments”, NIME, London UK, (2014): 140–143.
11
Sarah Reid, Ryan Gaston, Colin Honigman, and Ajay Kapur, “Minimally Invasive Gesture Sensing
Interface for Trumpet”, NIME, Brisbane Australia, (2016): 419–424.
9

4

sensor. The wooden box creates a striking image on stage, similar to Musical Chairs the
warm wood contrasting with and concealing the electronics within. The distance sensors
are used to track the performer’s hand gestures in the space above the box; the system is
incredibly responsive due to the low computational overhead of the sensors. The eight channels of IR data are serialized by the microcontroller and sent to a PC running Max/MSP
which synthesizes sound and sends it to external speakers.
•

Caress
“The Caress 12 is an octophonic miniature drum-set for the fingertips that employs

multiple acoustically isolated piezo pickups, coupled with eight independent signal chains
that utilize the raw acoustic signal from each pad as excitation for a unique resonance
model.” The piezos pickup the interaction between the fingertips and eight fabricated pads.
These eight audio signals are then sent to Max/MSP for analysis and re-synthesis. Like
Musical Chairs this instrument uses fabricated parts and embedded analog electronics, but
it then sends the data to an external computer running Max/MSP to be processed and
generate sound. Both projects seek to create a sense of intimacy with the instrument and
reward touch with sonic expressivity.
•

MIGSI
The researchers designed the “Minimally Invasive Gesture Sensing Interface”, or MIGSI13 ,

for trumpet to enhance a pre-existing concept in a way that doesn’t interfere with its normal function. In the MIGSI force sensing resistors, optical sensors, and accelerometers are
all mounted around the trumpet’s valves in a “minimally” intrusive form. Despite these
augmentations the performer is able to play the instrument naturally. The acoustic signal
is picked up by a microphone and sent to a Max/MSP standalone that uses the data from
the sensors to create a “hyper-trumpet.” Musical Chairs also strives to create a minimally
invasive interface between the furniture and the user; the pieces are designed to activate
12

Ali Momeni, “Caress: An Enactive Electro-acoustic Percussive Instrument for Caressing Sound”,
NIME, Baton Rouge USA, (2015): 245–250.
13
Sarah Reid, Ryan Gaston, Colin Honigman, and Ajay Kapur, “Minimally Invasive Gesture Sensing
Interface for Trumpet”, NIME, Brisbane Australia, (2016): 419–424.
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when being operated in a natural fashion.
•

Onyx Ashanti
Onyx Ashanti14 calls himself a cyborg musician; feeling limited by his Yamaha Wind

MIDI controller, he began experimenting with custom embedded hand controllers to control
sound. From these early experiments he has evolved a full body frame of sensors, fusing
“technique and technology into a full-body musical system, playable with hands, arms,
mouth and body”

15

to create his “beatjazz” musical style. Ashanti does not think of his

exoskeleton as an instrument, instead he uses these embeddable technologies to enhance
everyday life, creating a system that he lives in. Musical Chairs also hopes to integrate
seamlessly with the mundane experience of sitting in a living room, augmenting the social
experience with sound.
1.1.3

Edge Cases

The instruments in this section relate to Musical Chairs in a variety of ways, but do
not fall neatly under the category of Embedded Electronics with External Loudspeakers
and Processing or Embedded Acoustic Instruments.
•

Theremin and Ondes Martenot
The Theremin 16 is one of the earliest electronic instruments. In early models, both

the sensing and sound production hardware is embedded into a single enclosure. Antennastyle capacitors are mounted to the enclosure, with the performer’s hands acting as the
capacitors’ grounding plates. Hand-proximity to the right antenna adjusts the instrument’s
frequency–originally by adjusting a control oscillator heterodyning a reference oscillator–
while proximity to the left antenna adjusts the instrument’s volume. Initially a speaker was
built into the cabinet, however later models simply have line outs. The Ondes Martenot 17
was capable of Theremin-like glissando tones by sliding a metal ring along an active wire,
14

NIME 2018 Keynote Performance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx4zOYYAW_A
TedTalk: https://www.ted.com/speakers/onyx_ashanti
16
Leon S Theremin and Oleg Petrishev, “The Design of a Musical Instrument Based on Cathode Relays”,
Leonardo Music Journal, 6(1), (1996): 49–50.
17
Richard Orton and Hugh Davies, “Ondes Martenot”, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, MacMillan Publishers, (2001).
15

6

however while the Theremin produced a single timbre, the Ondes Martenot was able to
create shifting timbres by routing the same signal to three different speaker enclosures. The
theremin and Ondes Martenot differ from Musical Chairs and other Embedded Acoustic
Instruments however due to all-analog circuitry. There is no embedded digital computation,
a crucial component of Embedded Acoustic Instruments.
•

Yamaha Consumer Synthesizers
Beginning with the DX-7 in 1983, Yamaha has produced a number of consumer-grade

synthesizers. Previous analog synthesizers were incredibly bulky and expensive. By licensing John Chowning’s FM synthesis18 Yamaha was able to offer a synthesizer suitable for
the home with low cost and small size. The DX-7 was one of the earliest ways people could
bring active music performance back into the home without a major space commitment.
These digital synthesizers were compact, taking up less space even than a spinet-sized piano in the home while broadening the available timbral palette with an FM-synthesizer
controlled by its embedded 61-note keyboard. These early synths did require external
speakers while later models such as the DX-27S housed embedded speakers. The DX-27S
could thus potentially be defined as an Embedded Acoustic Instrument containing an embedded interface and sound generator, as well as a digital computation module. However,
little forethought was given to the acoustics of the slim plastic body, it was rather implanted into the existing DX-7 ’s form-factor, so it does not really belong to this category
of instruments.
More recent Yamaha designs put focus on the sound design and aesthetic beauty of the
instruments. TransAcoustic pianos like the TA-2 are built like traditional pianos, playing
the same role in the home. But like the DX-7, these instruments aren’t limited to only
acoustic piano sounds. The TA-2 uses the acoustic elements of the piano to amplify the
physical sound into the surrounding air, but the hammers are replaced with transducers
connected directly to the piano’s soundboard. These transducers take electronically syn18
John M Chowning, “The Synthesis of Complex Audio Spectra by Means of Frequency Modulation”,
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, 21(7), (1973): 526–534.

7

thesized sounds, either from the embedded polyphonic synth module or via MIDI/Audio
input connections, and amplifies those sounds using the traditional piano body as a loudspeaker, creating an intriguing mash-up between an Embedded Acoustic Instrument and a
hyper-instrument19 .
•

Manta Enclosures
The Snyderphonics Manta Controller 20 is unique to this list in that, while the controller

itself has no embedded speakers or computation–it communicates with a Max/MSP standalone running on an external PC–special care has been taken to make these instruments
sound amazing. The inventor of the Manta, Jeff Snyder, has designed and fabricated two
acoustic resonator cabinets for use specifically with the work he does using the Manta. The
Resophonic Manta houses an embedded amplifier and transducer. The transducer connects
to commonly musical tone woods–in this case maple for the mounting bridge and spruce
for the coupled sound board–via an aluminum resonator cone (similar to what you may
find in a Dobro). This cabinet was designed to hold two Mantas in a comfortable standing
position. Expanding on this idea, Snyder also developed the Bass Manta, a similar concept
with an extended frequency range. This cabinet is in two parts, a mid-range top cabinet
and a bass range bottom cabinet. Both share the maple and spruce tone woods with the
Resophonic Manta’s bridge and sound board, but the bottom cabinet of the Bass Manta
adds a maple back which is coupled to the sound board with a soundpost, as one might see
in double bass construction.21 . The Bass Manta is also designed for a standing performance
using two Mantas. Neither of these cabinets house embedded processing, both are linked
to the Manta controller through an external PC.

19

Tod Machover and J Chung, “Hyperinstruments: Musically Intelligent and Interactive Performance
and Creativity Systems”, ICMC, San Franscisco USA, (1989): 186–190.
20
Jeff Snyder, “Snyderphonics Manta Controller, a Novel USB Touch-Controller”, NIME, Oslo Norway,
(2011): 413–416.
21
Resophonic and Bass Manta: http://scattershot.org/research.htm
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1.2

Music for the Home
Musical Chairs conveniently allows active, performative music in the home without

demanding dedicated space commitment by affordably integrating the instruments into
objects already present in the living room. It draws inspiration from other projects using
household furniture to create music. Some of these case studies are compositions, others
are NIMEs, while still others are large housings for electronic sounds. A distinction must
be made here between passive listening and active performing. As an Embedded Acoustic
Instrument, Musical Chairs requires active participation in order to create music, most of
these case studies do not.
•

Early Embedded Furniture for Passive Listening
By 1920, recorded sound had become increasingly commonplace in the American home, delivered through a still relatively new presence in domestic space:
the phonograph. But to gain acceptance in the home, it had to blend into the
existing context; it had to become furniture. Companies had to market the
phonograph by distancing it from its own technological past and role as arcade
novelty. What was emphasized instead was its role as edifying musical furniture, an unobtrusive presence in the idealized environment of family life.22
–Kyle S Barnett
We have always wanted music in the home, but over time performative music has

gradually been replaced with passive listening; music is no longer a social engagement,
but rather background for passive sitting. “In the first two decades of the 20th century,
the phonograph joined (and, in many cases, eventually replaced) the family piano as the
primary entertainment furniture of middle-class homes”, with recorded music finding its
way into the American home by 1920.23 Additionally, radios gradually began appearing
in homes in the later 1910s, and we see them being molded into the roles of other, more
practical furniture around the 1930s. Following Prohibition, many of these filled the roles
of liquor cabinets. The Philco RadioBar 24 housed a radio tuner and antenna, as well as
22
Kyle S Barnett, “Furniture Music: The Phonograph as Furniture 1900-1930, Journal of Popular Music
Studies, 18(3), (2006): 301.
23
Barnett: 301–303
24
https://philcoradio.com/library/index.php/philco-history/radiobars/
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embedded dials, amplifier, and speakers plus spaces for liquor bottles, ice, and glasses. The
Blaupunkt Florida 4526 25 was designed to look more like a traditional cabinet; it housed
a radio tuner and gramophone, plus an embedded amplifier and three loudspeakers. It
also had a sliding cabinet to house phonographs or, more likely, liquor bottles. Other
designs filled the role of console tables; holding vases, lamps, candles, fruit bowls and other
knick-knacks. In the 1960s, models such as the the RCA Vista Victrola VHT-52W Console
Stereo 26 and the Sears Silvertone 6087 Stereo Radio/Phonograph 27 housed a radio tuner
and phonograph, as well as an amplifier and took advantage of the wide-spaced console
design for stereo embedded loudspeakers. By designing these systems into multi-purpose
furniture pieces, music was able to conveniently exist in the home without necessitating a
dedicated spatial footprint.
•

Furniture Music
Even before the advent of radios in the home, some composers embraced the passive

listening experience. In 1917, Erik Satie wrote his first set of “musique d’ameublement”28
(the relevantly named “Furniture Music”), a composition designed to be a background or
“furnishing” music, even while written for a live Salon-like ensemble. In contrast, composers
like John Cage found ways to engage audiences as active performative characters in the
works. In his work HPSCHD for Knobs, Cage calls upon the listeners to actively engage
with their passively-designed stereos. Each record was packaged with its own individual,
dot-matrix printed Program (Knobs) for the Listener which consisted of a series of I-ching
generated positions for the left/right volume, left/right treble, and left/right bass controls.29
The numbers were in five second intervals. While most people probably listened to the
recording of HPSCHD for Knobs passively, Cage also composed a piece for active players
25

https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/blaupunkt_florida_4526.html
https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/rca_victrola_vht_52w.html
27
https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/sears_roeb_silvertone_6087_52869443_and_52863440_or.
html
28
Robert Orledge and Caroline Potter, Erik Satie, Oxford University Press, (2020).
29
John Cage & Lejaren Hiller, “HPSCHD: for Harpsichords & Computer-Generated Sound Tapes”,
Nonesuch Records, 1996.
26
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in a household setting.
In his 1940 work Living Room Music, Cage composed a score for “four performers
who played any household objects, furniture, or parts of the architecture”30 , inviting performers to explore their own homes in ways they wouldn’t have previously imagined. In
this work, Cage even states an equivalency between the objects in the home and musical instruments: “Instruments may be substituted provided the high-to-low stepping of
the four parts remains clear.”31 In Credo, Cage wrote: “I BELIEVE THAT THE USE
OF NOISE... TO MAKE MUSIC... WILL CONTINUE AND INCREASE UNTIL
WE REACH A MUSIC PRODUCED THROUGH THE AID OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS...”,32 arguing that musicians shouldn’t concern themselves with
imitating traditional instruments. Nor should musicians concern themselves with making
furniture sound exclusively like furniture, especially when so many other “instruments”
can now be substituted. Using the embedded technologies listed above, Musical Chairs
provides the performative music convenience of John Cage’s “Living Room Music”, but
with the sonically expansive palette expressed with the modern radio equivalents, which is
to say essentially any DSP imaginable on modern PCs.
Taking the Living Room Music model of using practical household objects as instruments, but expanding upon the available interactive/sonic options using electronic means,
the idea of embedded furniture seems a natural next step. Examples of other works in
this vein include the Sonic Bed 33 which has fourteen channels of embedded audio and “all
electronic equipment housed” within a highly resonant enclosure. Audience members lay
in the bed and experience the sounds and tactile sensations of the eight mid-range drivers
and and six subwoofers. While all of the electronics and speakers are embedded, and the
speaker placement clearly thought out to integrate with the musical experience, the sonic
bed creates a space for a very passive mode of listening. As such, it doesn’t lend itself to
30

David Revill,“The Roaring Silence: John Cage: A Life”, Skyhorse Publishing, Inc., (2014): 73.
Revill: 74.
32
John Cage,“Silence: Lectures and Writings”, Wesleyan University Press, (2011): 3.
33
Sonic Bed : https://www.kaffematthews.net/project/sonic-bed_marfa.
31
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active performance but rather focuses on the experiential aspects of the curated sounds
and cannot be considered an Embedded Acoustic Instrument. In contrast, Violeta Maya’s
The Dance of Your Dreams 34 is much closer to Musical Chairs. This piece tracks the participant’s position using an array of sensors in the bed connected to a Bare Conductive
Touch Board 35 to trigger different chords from external speakers. Because the speakers
are not part of the instrument itself Maya’s design is not an Embedded Acoustic Instrument. One could imagine a hybrid of the two projects, using Maya’s sensing technology
in Matthew’s enclosure that would satisfy the definition of Embedded Acoustic Instrument.
1.3

Conclusion
Musical Chairs takes the idea of embedded technologies and allows items in the home

to become musical instruments. Before the advent of player pianos, followed closely by
the prevalence of high fidelity recorded music, the home used to be a space for active
music performance and social engagement. Live performative music was common in the
salons of old in homes large enough to house a grand piano. This active practice has
progressively been replaced with passive musical listening. With Musical Chairs one no
longer has to dedicate space to acoustic instruments like a grand piano to host performative
music, and unlike in the Western Classical Music tradition, people do not have to be expert
performers in order to participate in collaborative music making. Laurie Spiegel eloquently
drew a connection between folk music and computer music writing, “The concept of a finite
fixed-form piece with an identifiable creator that is property and a medium of exchange or
the embodiment of economic value really disappears in both folk music and electronic and
computer music in similar ways... The lowest, most grassroots technology and the most
sophisticated electronic technology you would think would be diametrical opposites, but
the fact that you can make music independently at home, and make music locally with
other people in an informal way without any of the traditional skills such as keyboard
34
35

Dance of Your Dreams: http://www.violetamcguire.com/thedanceofyourdreams.
https://www.bareconductive.com/shop/touch-board/
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skills and music notation, that’s a great commonality.”36 With Musical Chairs, everyday
furniture offers the opportunity to directly and actively create music at home.
36

Laurie Spiegel: Grassroots Technologist by Frank J Oteri (2014), https://nmbx.newmusicusa.org/
laurie-spiegel-grassroots-technologist/
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Chapter 2
Related Prior Research

A large chain of previous work led to the development of Musical Chairs. This bound
and focused auto-biography of prior musical and technological exercises, describes the principles and affects that undergird the execution of Musical Chairs. Unless otherwise noted,
projects were conceived of and developed by the author.
2.1

Textural Crossfader

Figure 2.1: Textural Crossfader
The Textural Crossfader (see Fig. 2.1) was a first attempt at making an Embedded
Acoustic Instrument, and was the direct inspiration for a few design concepts with the
Coffee Table (see Chapter 3.2). This project was demonstrated at the 2015 New Interfaces
for Musical Expression conference, hosted at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge 1 .
It served as an etude in working with the Raspberry Pi and digital fabrication techniques.
1

Matthew Blessing and Edgar Berdahl, “Textural Crossfader”, NIME, Baton Rouge USA, (2015): 181–

182.
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This instrument was built around a first generation Raspberry Pi and includes commercial
MIDI keyboards as the interface. Two types of miniature keyboards are employed: an
inexpensive Korg nanoKey in the left hand and a more expensive and expressive Keith
McMillan QuNexus in the right, connected via a USB-hub to the Pi.
The Pi runs a Pure Data patch which combines and pitch-shifts a variety of sounds
to create unique cloud-like textures. The left hand keyboard was mapped to select from a
bank of buffers with three sonic categories: percussive, pitched, and noisy. These sounds are
manipulated by the right hand keyboard’s aftertouch features. Moving sequentially through
the keys adjusts the playback speed of the selected samples, resulting in the expected halfstep transpositions. The instrument has 5-voice polyphony; the QuNexus’ aftertouch effects
allow for individual gains on each note and the ability to smoothly crossfade between the
selected sounds by moving the finger along the length of the key mapped to a simple
sine/cosine amplitude crossfade.
Pure Data’s DAC communicates with a 2-channel Logitech USB sound interface, which
connected to a Dayton Audio DTA-2 amplifier. This amplified signal is sent to two Dayton
Audio DA-135 woofers and two Visaton DT-94 tweeters, connected by an analog resistor/capacitor crossover circuit to enable a full frequency range in a single channel by using
multiple drivers. All of the hardware was housed in a custom laser-cut shell designed to fit
comfortably over the lap. The dimensions of the shell were specifically chosen to provide an
optimal internal volume for the DTA-2’s while avoiding overlapping resonance frequencies
using Louden’s ratio of 1:1.4:1.9

2 3

2

Edgar Berdahl, “How to Make Embedded Acoustic Instruments”, NIME, London UK, (2014): 140–143.
MM Louden, “Dimensional-Ratios of Rectangular Rooms with Good Distribution of Eigentones”, Acta
Acustica United with Acustica, 24(2), (1971): 101–104.
3
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2.2

AeolianWAVs

Figure 2.2: AeolianWAVs
The AeolianWAVs (see Fig. 2.2), an embedded electronic wind chime, followed the
Textural Crossfader. the additive-synthesis in this project influenced the sound design in
the Wingback Chair (see Chapter 3.2), and a reworking of the trigger mechanism was used
in the Coffee Table’s interface. This project, conceived of by Edgar Berdahl, explored customized interfaces using more fundamental components, eschewing pre-built commercial
keyboards. The software again ran on a first-generation Raspberry Pi; with an Arduino
micro-controller connected to the four chimes (laser cut tubes) and a central clapper (a
laser cut disk with a laser cut wind catcher). Each clapper and chime was wrapped in
copper tape; when the wind pushes the clapper into a chime, the copper tape connects,
completes a circuit, and triggers an additive-synthesized bell-like sound in Pure Data. This
single-channel four voice instrument allows each chime to a different fundamental frequency
with differing ratios and strengths of harmonic and inharmonic partials. AeolianWAVs is
a scaled-down project from the Textural Crossfader ; relative to size, concept, and component requirements, but it has fewer pre-built components. Pure Data’s DAC communicates
16

directly to the Pi’s built in audio output sending a mono-output to a small single-channel
SparkFun amplifier. This signal is forked to drive two SparkFun 0.5W paper speakers. The
computer and speakers are housed in a laser-cut shell made from plywood or acrylic. While
the Textural Crossfader was a single prototype, several AeolianWAVs were built; exploring
different housing materials such as plywood, solid bamboo, and acrylic.
2.3

JoyStyx

Figure 2.3: JoyStyx Quartet
The final instrument built before the furniture pieces was the JoyStyx (see Fig. 2.3) a
simple laser-cut footed box with a polyphonic granular synthesizer controlled by five small
fingertop joysticks. The spatialization and speaker orientation used in this project influenced the designs used in the four furniture pieces discussed in Chapter 3.2. Additionally,
a single channel version of this project’s Pure Data synthesizer was the foundation for the
final version of the Ottoman. The JoyStyx was demonstrated at the 2017 New Interfaces
for Musical Expression conference hosted at Aalborg University in Copenhagen4 , LaTex5
hosted by University of Texas - Austin, and the 2017 New York City Electronic Music Festival6 . This instrument centers around an Arduino Micro which serializes the data from the
fingertip joysticks and sends the data to a second-generation Raspberry Pi. Each joystick
is mapped to a different sample in Pure Data, and the different axes control various audio
4

Matthew Blessing and Edgar Berdahl, “The JoyStyx: A Quartet of Embedded Acoustic Instruments”,
NIME, Copenhagen Denmark, (2017): 271–274.
5
Granular Quartet, https://vimeo.com/283211799
6
Granular Quartet, https://vimeo.com/269719904
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processing techniques. The X-axis scrubs a granulation window through the soundfile, the
Y-axis pitch-shifts the synthesis up or down a whole-step, and pressing the Z-axis button
sends the signal through a variable delay-line.
The second-generation Raspberry Pi uses two stereo USB interfaces in aggregate which
are then connected to three Dayton Audio ND65 and a Dayton Audio ND105. The ND65’s
were mounted on the front face and two sides of the enclosure, while the ND105 faces downward. By using the VBAP spatialization library in Pure Data, the panning is controlled by
the X/Y orientation of each joystick enabling the performer to easily move the sound from
one side of the instrument to the other. VBAP pans a high-pass filtered signal horizontally
around the instrument, while the low-passed signals are combined in the ND105. To create
a full 360-degree rotation around the enclosure, a “phantom” image is created behind the
box when the user pulls back on the joystick by splitting the signal equally to the two
side channels. To allow for a clearer bass response it was necessary to design 3D-printed
bassports, Helmotz resonating tubes that are sized to compliment both the speaker type
and the internal volume of the enclosure. These basic bassport designs were updated and
used in the Antilles discussed below, as well as the four furniture pieces used in Musical
Chairs.
2.4

Antilles Wedge

Figure 2.4: Antilles Wedge Array
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The Antilles(see Fig. 2.4) was initially an experiment in portable wavefield synthesis7
conceived of by Dr. Edgar Berdahl. Unlike the other projects already covered, it wasn’t
designed as a performable instrument but, rather, a condensed desktop linear speaker
array. The audio hardware choices made for the wedge array are replicated in all of the
furniture pieces discussed in Chapter 3.2. The wedge array was presented at the 2017 New
Interfaces for Musical Expression conference in Copenhagen.8 The wedge uses Berdahl’s
Pure Data wavefield patch running on a second generation Raspberry Pi to create a precise
two-dimensional sonic location along the x and y axis.
The Raspberry Pi is connected to an eight-channel Vantec NBA-200U sound interface
which sends audio to four stereo Tripath TA2024 amplifiers. The amplified signal is sent to
a row of eight Dayton Audio ND65 drivers housed in a laser-cut shell made of acrylic. The
shell includes two 3D-printed bassports custom-tuned to the shell’s internal volume and
the ND65’s target frequency. The shell also allows for surface-mounted buttons to control
gain, panning, and other assignable features. Initially due to the amplifiers lack of gain
controls, a loud startup pops was heard when the Pi booted. To prevent this popping, a
custom relay breakout board was inserted before the amplifier power, breaking the circuit
until triggered by one of the Pi’s GPIO pins. This project later branched into a performable
instrument with controllable LED visualizations. The stability, ease of use, and price point
of the Vantec sound card combined with the Tripath amplifiers and custom relay boards
have made this hardware a standard component in many of the author’s embedded instruments, including the furniture pieces.
2.5

Conclusion
The work done over the course of the author’s doctoral degree was crucial preparation

for this thesis. Many elements of Musical Chairs can be traced directly to these projects,
7

Augustinus J Berkhout, Diemer de Vries, and Peter Vogel, “Acoustic Control by Wave Field Synthesis”,
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 93(5), (1993): 2764–2778.
8
Edgar Berdahl, Matthew Blessing, Matthew Williams, Pacco Tan, Brygg Ullmer, and Jesse T Allison,
“Spatial Audio Approaches for Embedded Sound Art Installations with Loudspeaker Line Arrays”, NIME,
Copenhagen Denmark, (2017): 426–430.
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but the scope and finish of the furniture for the thesis far exceed the previous work. The
technical proficiency achieved through the above “etudes” allowed for the following proof-ofconcept to be constructed; with the goal of exploring deeper, more philosophical inquiries.
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Chapter 3
Musical Chairs: An Installation

Figure 3.1: Musical Chairs at LSU’s Digital Media Center
This chapter covers the technical details, design philosophy, and fabrication process
of the Musical Chairs installation pieces. These four instruments: Ottoman, Wingback
Chair, Coffee Table, and End Table are designed as a family of living room furniture
pieces and represent an interactive proof-of-concept prototype for the topics discussed in
this document. Each piece of furniture is an Embedded Acoustic instrument, containing
its own speakers and customized human-computer-interface including pressure sensitive
cushions, piezo sensors, capacitive touch sensitive nails, photoresistors, and a touch screen
interface.
If you wish to see the code discussed in this section, please refer to Appendix A, or download the source code for MusicalChairs-0.1-1 at: https://gitlab.com/blessing5150/
musicalchairs/-/releases
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(a) Coffee Table

(b) End Table

(c) Ottoman

Figure 3.2: All pieces share a 45◦ chamfer and a central trench immediately above the
apron faces.
3.1

The Furniture
The Musical Chairs installation features four pieces of living room furniture–an ot-

toman, wingback chair, coffee table, and end table. These pieces include a number of
common design elements to make them into a cohesive, aesthetic family of furniture. The
upholstery on both the Ottoman and Wingback Chair are a sturdy hemp canvas with bluedyed cushions, and all four pieces are constructed from beech with walnut accents (see Fig.
3.1). These accents include an upper frame with a common chamfer/trench pattern (see
Fig. 3.2). The legs on all four pieces share a templated curve on the outer edges toward
the middle and the inner edge at the feet (see Fig. 3.3); and all edges are softened by
a 45-degree chamfer. The aprons–the vertical faces connecting the furniture tops to the
legs–of all four pieces are the mounting points for the spatialized high-range drivers. They
share a stylized spiral drill pattern acting as a speaker grill (see Fig. 3.4).

(a) Ottoman

(b) End Table

(c) Wingback Chair

Figure 3.3: Leg-curve accent on outer edge of all legs.
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(a) Wingback Chair

(b) End Table

(c) Coffee Table

Figure 3.4: Speaker Grills: Spiral Pattern
•

Wood Working
Being relatively new to furniture design, a wide variety of joinery was explored in Mu-

sical Chairs–including traditional hand-chiseled mortise-and-tenon joints1 to more modern
technologies such as Domino joining.2 To allow for the expected wood expansion/contraction,
the top and bottom faces are not glued to the aprons or legs, but rather are allowed to
“float” in their frames. However, to prevent any air leaks or unwanted vibrations in the
sonic quality of the pieces, silicone caulking is applied to the vertices of the floated joints
(see Fig. 3.5), and foam weather-stripping between the top and the apron.

(a) Ottoman

(b) End Table

(c) Coffee Table

Figure 3.5: Instrument Interiors
It was necessary to balance the visual aesthetic with design choices made to allow for
the best possible sound quality. While rough dimensions for each piece were estimated
from Segerstad’s suggestions3 , final adjustments were made to these dimensions–bringing
1

Tage Frid, “Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking”, Taunton Press, (1993): 160–165.
https://www.festoolcanada.com/products/domino-joining-system
3
Ulf Hard af Segerstad, “Modern Scandinavian Furniture”, The Bedminster Press, (1963): 61–64.
2
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them closer to Louden’s ratio4 –to reduce standing wave resonances.5
For exact dimensions and design schematics for these pieces, please see Appendix B.1.
•

Digital Fabrication
In addition to traditional wood working, digital fabrication methods were also em-

ployed in this project. Each of the instruments contains bassports custom tuned to their
individually chosen speakers and resonance volume6 , similar to those previously developed
for the JoyStyx instrument (see Chapter 2.3). For Musical Chairs these were designed in
Fusion360 and 3D-printed in PLA plastic. The spiral speaker vents were templated with
laser-cut plywood and then drilled by hand. The touchscreen and subwoofer mounting
slots were carved to exact air-tight dimensions using a CNC-mill.
For details on these digital designs, see Appendix B.2.
3.2

Three-stage Design Concept
This project was conceived of as a three-stage system–inspired by the model-view-

controller design strategy in computer science,7 as well as Joel Chadabe’s description of an
instrument as a “performance device, a sound generator, and a link between them”8 . For
Musical Chairs the performance device is the various sensors in the furniture, the speakers
and amplifiers are the sound generators, and the processor links them together. Ideally
the interface, processor, and sound generator would each be self-contained units that could
be, relatively easily, swapped out without affecting the other two parts. This would allow,
for example, a new table-top to be designed and attached to the table without having to
rewrite any of the data-mapping or synthesis code. However, the complexity of the project
made that separation unfeasible.
4

MM Louden, “Dimensional-Ratios of Rectangular Rooms with Good Distribution of Eigentones”, Acta
Acustica United with Acustica, 24(2), (1971): 101–104.
5
Bradley M Starobin, “Loudspeaker Design”, The Encyclopedia of Acoustics, (1997): 1389–1400
6
Mobile Information Labs, “Port Length Calculator”, http://www.mobileinformationlabs.com/
HowTo-1Woofer-Box-CAL\%20Port\%20lenth\%201.htm.
7
Trond Lossius, Theo de la Hogue, Pascal Baltazar, Timothy A Place, Nathan Wolek, and Julien Rabin,
“Model-View-Controller Separation in Max Using Jamoma”, ICMC, Athens Greece, (2014): 1573–1580.
8
Joel Chadabe, “Electric Sound: the Past and Promise of Electronic Music”, Prentice-Hall, (1997): 215.
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3.2.1

Interaction/Interface

The design goal was for the instruments to function as regular, practical furniture when
powered-down. For all four pieces, the interfaces were designed to be accessible when using
the furniture in the usual manner.
•

Ottoman
For an ottoman, people engage with the cushion most frequently; it was chosen to be

that instrument’s interface (see Fig. 3.6). The cushion is a custom fabricated soft-circuit
voltage divider, used as a pressure pad. The build was inspired by Plusea9 ; which itself
builds on her previous, more fundamental Conductive Thread Pressure Sensor.10 These
sensors are made by sewing conductive thread into a square of felt (see Fig. 3.7). Two
of these conductive squares then sandwich a square of velostat–a variable resistor that
changes its resistance as it’s squeezed or stretched. One conductive thread lead from each
sensor is connected to the 5-volt pin of an Arduino Micro, and the other lead of each sensor
is connect to individual analog data pins on the Arduino. The data pin leads are then
connected via 1 kΩ resistors to the Arduino’s ground pin. This circuit can then detect the
change in current passed through each piece of velostat as it gets squeezed. The Arduino
firmware (see Appendix A.3) reads the sensor data and sends it serially to the processor via
USB cable. By comparing the relative pressures and changes in pressures, the performer’s
seated position on the cushion can be easily triangulated, this instrument can also be played
by the feet when seated in the Wingback Chair, but the tolerances were designed for full
body weight.

9
10

https://www.instructables.com/id/Analog-Fabric-Joypad/
https://www.instructables.com/id/Conductive-Thread-Pressure-Sensor/
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Figure 3.6: Ottoman: Cushion

(a) Grid of Conductive Thread

(b) Array of Pressure Sensors

Figure 3.7: Pressure Sensor Pad
•

Wingback Chair
The Wingback Chair uses the same cushion design. The seat and back are essentially

two of the Ottoman’s cushions, scaled to fit the chair’s dimensions. In addition to the
cushions, the chair also includes four piezo-disk contact microphones embedded in the
arms and arm stretchers, the piece that connects the bottom of the arm to the top of the
seat’s apron (see Fig. 3.8a). In order to create as four triggers using only a 2-channel input,
analog high-pass/low-pass filters were connected to each pair of piezos before plugging into
the input jacks (see Fig. 3.8b). This allows for two microphones to be attached to one
input, each with it’s own unique frequency range that can be parsed and routed in software.
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(a) Piezos in chair arms and stretchers
(b) RC-Filter

Figure 3.8: Wingback Chair: Percussion Interface
•

Coffee Table
Both the Ottoman and Wingback Chair have a small enclosure volume that maps to

a constrained pitch range. Due to the large size of the Coffee Table, it was conceived of
as a full-range instrument inspired by the piano with its wide single-instrument ranges.
The horizontal surface of the table top invites a comparable hand placement to the piano.
Copper nails were hammered into the surface of the table in a 2-black/3-black type configuration, creating two 2-octave keyboards (see Fig. 3.9a). These nails have wire leads
soldered to them, connecting them to four MPR-121 12-channel capacitive breakout boards
distributed by Adafruit (see Fig. 3.9b). These capacitive boards are connected via the I2C
protocol to an Arduino Micro, which detects which nails have been touched and sends
that data serially to the processor through a USB cable. As the table is of sufficient size,
this entire interface is mirrored on the opposite side of the top, allowing for two people to
perform as a duet.
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(a) Copper Nails

(b) MPR-121 Breakout Boards

Figure 3.9: Coffee Table: Capacitive Nail Interface, Double 2-octave Keyboard.
•

End Table
The End Table is unique because it utilizes a pre-fabricated small embedded touch

screen, allowing for touch input as well as visual feedback (see Fig. 3.10). This flat
surface integrates smoothly into the flat top of the table–though, as a functioning table,
it is recommended to use screen protectors and seal the edges of the screen to prevent
any spilled liquids from damaging the electronics. This touch screen is connected to the
processor as a monitor via a ribbon cable. Since end tables commonly hold a small reading
lamp, two photoresistors are placed in the top in order to use the interruption of light as
an interface. These photoresistors are connected directly to the GPIO pins housed in the
single-board processor.
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Figure 3.10: End Table: Touchscreen and Photoresistor Interface.
3.2.2

Acoustic Sound Generation

The acoustic sound generation stages for each instrument have a number of design
concepts in common. Similar to the JoyStyx (see Chapter 2.3, these instruments have
spatialized high-ranged drivers in the sides and a different low-range driver in the bottom,
oriented downward. Each instrument has two lower-end drivers and bassports (see Chapter
2.3) placed in the bottom along with multiple mid- and high-end drivers spaced around its
sides.
•

Common Elements
The initial stage of the audio-generation chain shares a number of components across

the instruments (see Fig. 3.5). All of these instruments use a Vantec NBA-200U 8-channel
audio interface as their digital-to-audio converter. This interface connects easily with the
Raspberry Pi and was previously used successfully in the Antilles WaveField Wedge design.
Connecting the audio interface to the various drivers are a group of amplifiers. The End
Table and Ottoman both use three T-Amp Tripath TA2024 15watt stereo amplifiers. The
Coffee Table and Wingback Chair also use these amplifiers in the high-range drivers; how-
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ever, they required a bit more power in the low-range drivers. For the subwoofers and bass
shakers, each instrument uses one Sure Electronics AA-AB32971 100watt stereo amplifiers.
The Coffee Table has channels 1 and 2 driving the left and right end speakers, channels 3
and 4 driving the front left and right speakers, channels 5 and 6 driving the rear left and
right speakers, and channels 7 and 8 driving the left and right subwoofers respectively. The
End Table and Ottoman each have channels 1 and 2 driving the left and right speakers
respectively, channels 3 and 4 driving the front and rear speakers respectively, and channels
7 and 8 driving the left and right low-range speakers respectively. Channels 5 and 6 were
skipped to keep the low-end in common with the Coffee Table. Similarly, in the Wingback
Chair channels 1 and 2 drive the left and right wing speakers, channels 3 and 4 drive
the left and right seat speakers, channel 7 drives the bass shaker in the chair’s back, and
channel 8 drives the subwoofer in the chair’s seat.
•

Ottoman and End Table
The Ottoman and End Table are both rectangular 4.2-channel instruments. Due to

these being relatively small pieces, these two instruments were designed to be higher in
range and utilize smaller drivers. Each piece uses two Dayton Audio ND105-4 4inch midrange drivers for the low-end. These work alongside four Dayton Audio ND65-4 2.5inch
drivers for the higher-range frequencies. One of the high-end drivers is placed in each face
of the instrument’s apron, allowing for 360 degree horizontally spatialized sound (see Fig.
3.5).
These particular drivers were chosen after successful tests in the JoyStyx and Antilles
(see Chapter 2.3 and 2.4). Their neodymium magnets are relatively light, keeping the
weight of these already heavy solid-wood designs to a manageable level. This low mass
also has the benefit of minimizing their colouration of the resonating wood faces. These
speakers provide a relatively flat frequency response for little cost, a significant benefit
when working on projects requiring a large number of drivers.
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•

Wingback Chair
The Wingback Chair is another 4.2-channel instrument similar to the Ottoman and End

Table, however it was designed with a more tactile and embodied concept in mind. While
the resonant chambers on the instrument are relatively small–comparable to the Ottoman
in volume–it utilizes a Goldwood GW-412D subwoofer for its low-end; as well as two Dayton
Audio TT25-8 PUCK bass shakers, wired in parallel to match the 4 Ω impedance of the
other drivers. This allows the chair to vibrate sympathetically with the bass frequencies
(see Fig. 3.11). Another difference between the Wingback Chair and the other instruments
is that it spatializes sound in the vertical dimension and reduces the number of horizontal
channels to stereo. It uses two of the Dayton Audio ND105 drivers below the seat and two
of the ND65 drivers in the wings near the user’s ears. Pressing into the back cushion raises
the gain on the upper level speakers.

Figure 3.11: TT25-8 Bass Shakers near neck and lower-back, wired in parallel
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•

Coffee Table
The Coffee Table is a larger instrument and scales up the components existing in the

other three instruments. It is a 6.2-channel, full-range instrument with the ND105-4 drivers
in the high-range instead of the ND65-4. The ND105s are slightly larger speakers–4 inch
diameter versus 2.5 inches–giving them a slightly heavier low range while tapering off a
little in the upper-most range. Four of these are placed on the longer apron faces, two on
each face. On each of the shorter apron faces is a Dayton Audio DA-135, a driver with
similar–but not identical–frequency response to the ND105. This gives a subtle variation in
gain and colour, creating timbral depth to the stereo extremes. The low-end is substantially
more powerful than the previous instruments because it is driven by two Goldwood GW412D 12-inch subwoofers (see Fig. 3.5c). These subs were chosen due to a relatively
large range of flat frequency response, allowing for room to explore and find the optimal
crossover frequency between them and the Dayton Audio drivers. These subwoofers are
also reasonably affordable, although their ferrite magnets are heavier and add a noticeable
amount of weight to what is already a large, heavy instrument.
3.2.3

Processor

The processor links the interface to the acoustic sound generation. This is the programming that translates the measured actions of the performers into sound mediated by
the physical audio components of the Musical Chairs pieces.
•

SD-Image Development
Single-board computers–such as the BeagleBone11 and Raspberry Pi12 –have grown in

popularity due to their compact/embeddable size, low power requirements, and affordability. These computers have all microprocessors and peripherals included on a single printed
board, making them useful and well-suited for embedded systems and Internet-of-Things
projects. Musical Chairs uses the Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ in each piece to compute all
interface data mapping and sound synthesis.
11
12

https://beagleboard.org/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
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Due to the author’s prior experience with Satellite CCRMA13 , these boards run on
a customized version of Raspbian14 ; a derivative of Debian Linux developed to function
on the Pi’s ARM architecture. As the newer releases of Raspbian have updated many
of the problems addressed by Drs. Berdahl and Ju, a Satellite image for Raspberry Pi 3
was never developed. However, in a similar fashion, the Raspbian image used for Musical
Chairs has been modified to include a number of artistically relevant software packages
and performance enhancements. This process was done so that the final image could be
easily copied and used on multiple projects.
Familiarity with graphical programming languages such as Max/MSP15 led to the use
of Miller Puckette’s Pure Data 16 as the primary software package for this project. Pure
Data is an open-source, real-time graphical programming environment for audio and graphical processing that was designed to “remedy some of the deficiencies of Max program while
preserving its strengths, and unlike Max/MSP, it runs on a Raspberry Pi.”17 Pure Data is
used for all primary interface data mapping and sound synthesis. This project also uses
Processing 18 –an open-source development environment for visual graphics for the End Table. The cushions for the Ottoman and Wingback Chair use Wekinator –an open-source,
supervised machine learning platform developed by Rebecca Fiebrink for use in composition and performance practice19 –in order to simplify noisy or unbalanced sensor data and
complicated data arrays. In order to future-proof the SD-image, additional software packages are included with the anticipation they could be utilized in further developments and
projects. This has proven to be the case on recent projects such as its use on Women’s
13

Satellite CCRMA, developed by Edgar Berdahl and Wendy Ju
https://www.raspbian.org/
15
https://cycling74.com
16
http://msp.ucsd.edu/software.html
17
Miller S. Puckette, “Pure Data: Another Integrated Computer Music Environment”, ICMC, Hong
Kong, (1996): 37–41.
18
https://processing.org
19
Rebecca Fiebrink and Perry Cook, “The Wekinator: A System for Real-time, Interactive Machine
Learning in Music”, ISMIR, Utrecht Netherlands, (2010).
14
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Labor 20

21

, a collaborative project with professors from UCLA and Stony Brook University.

For a complete list of installed packages, please see Appendix A.1.
In addition to these packages, a BASH script is included for accessing the Pi’s zRAM–
as laid out by GitHub user NovaSpirit22 –for a slight performance boost. To prevent the
amplifier popping experienced with the Antilles Wedge (see Chapter 2.4) the image also
includes BASH startup scripts which trigger relays controlling power to the amplifiers
(connected to the Pi’s General Purpose Input/Output, or GPIO, pins) as well as autolaunch all necessary patches for the instruments to function when powered-on. To view
these scripts, please see Appendix A.2.
•

Signal Flow

Ottoman
The Ottoman, as a concept, relates to the JoyStyx (see Chapter 2.3). Like the JoyStyx
the Ottoman is a spatial, granular synthesizer manipulated by an XYZ controller or joystick.
In this case the “joystick” is the performer’s body. The cushion detects the performer’s
weight along a demarcated plane and sends serialized sensor information, calculated by the
Arduino firmware (see Appendix A.3), to one of the Raspberry Pi’s USB ports. This data
is collected in Pure Data where it bundles individual sensor values and sensor differentials
into an array. This array is sent to Wekinator via a send port in Pure Data’s OSC23
library. Wekinator takes this array and uses it to calculate the X/Y-coordinates of the
center of pressure on the cushion. Machine learning models are trained for nine points
on the cushion–(0,0), (0,0.5), (0,1), (0.5,0), (0.5,0.5), (0.5,1), (1,0), (1,0.5), and (1,1)–and
Wekinator interpolates between those values, negating the need for sensor inequalities or
noise to be taken into consideration. This calculated value is then sent back to Pure
Data via a return OSC port. These mapped X/Y-coordinates are used to control VBAP
20

Jocelyn Ho, Margaret Schedel, and Matthew Blessing, “Women’s Labor: An Installation and Concert
of the New and Old ‘Feminine’ Instruments”, AWMAT, Santa Barbara USA, (2019).
21
Jocelyn Ho, Margaret Schedel, and Matthew Blessing, “Women’s Labor: Creating NIMEs from Domestic Tools”, NIME, Porto Alegre Brazil, (2019): 377–380.
22
https://github.com/novaspirit/rpi_zram
23
Open Sound Control, developed by Matthew Wright
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spatialization and granular parameters in the same manner as the JoyStyx. This generated
sound is then sent to a 4.2-channel DAC module where it is broken into high and low
frequencies and sent to the sound interface.
Wingback Chair
The Wingback Chair relates to the AeolianWAVs (see Chapter 2.2); its sound design
consists of additively synthesized chimes triggered by an impact. The cushions in the chair
function similarly to the Ottoman cushions as above, with each cushion having unique send
and receive ports to their own individual Wekinator module. The seat cushion X-value is
mapped to the ratio between the additive partials. The far left is smooth whole-number
relationships which crossfade to the far right fibonacci dissonances. The Y-value changes
the waveform of the partials, crossfading from a front sine-wave to a sawtooth-wave in the
rear. The back cushion’s X-value adjusts the modulation frequency of a ring-modulation
effect, and its Y-value adjusts the gain to the bass shakers in the chair’s back and speakers
in the wings giving it vertical spatial control. These chimes are triggered by tapping on the
chair’s arms and stretchers, with each contact point correlating to a different fundamental
frequency. Piezo disks embedded in these spaces give Pure Data an amplitude which,
when above a specified threshold, triggers the chimes with the gain mapped to the input
amplitude, giving the performer dynamic control. The horizontal spatialization of the chair
is also controlled by the piezo inputs, with the left arm and stretcher panned heavily to
the left and the right arm heavily to the right channel. This uses a similar 4.2-channel
DAC module to the Ottoman, except the low frequencies are bundled according to vertical
spatialization rather than left and right.
Coffee Table
The Coffee Table is related to the Textural Crossfader (see Chapter 2.1) in its doublekeyboard design, in this case a pair of stacked double-octave keyboards. The top keyboard
selects the instrument, while the bottom keyboard controls the pitch of the selected timbre.
Each player needs to interact with both of the paired keyboards in order to create sound–
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with two players the instrument has ten voice polyphony. The Arduino firmware (see
Appendix A.3) detects which nails are being touched and sends that information to the Pi
via a USB port, which is then mapped in Pure Data. The top keyboard allows the user
to select from a bank of sounds, similar to the left keyboard on the Crossfader. Up to
five sounds may be selected at a time. These sounds are then triggered and pitch-shifted
based on which of the “notes” in the bottom keyboard are being touched. The center nail
of the double-octave bottom keyboard triggers playback of the unaltered sample selected
by the upper keyboard. Each sequential nail increases/decreases the playback speed to
correspond to the half-step intervals expected in western keyboard instruments. In addition
to controlling pitch, the bottom keyboard controls VBAP panning, with low-frequencies
leaning more left and high-frequencies leaning more to the right with perspective to the
performer. This gives the table a spatialization similar to the performer-perspective on a
piano. These sounds are then sent to a 6.2-channel DAC module where, like the Ottoman,
the sounds are filtered into high and low channels and sent to the sound interface.
End Table
The End Table adds an interactive visual component and required Processing to be
added to the software bundle. The primary performance interface is a seven-inch touchscreen that is capable of detecting up to ten touch-points, while the secondary interface is
two photoresistors. The Processing code calculates the X/Y-positions of the touches and
collects the data from the photoresistors, then sends that information to Pure Data via
OSC. This synthesis engine has ten individual oscillators controlled by the ten possible
touch-positions. The number of voices heard is directly correlated to the number of fingers
touching the screen–there is no volume control on the oscillators, instead performers vary
the volume by the number of finger touching the interface. The Y-axis controls the oscillator waveform, crossfading from a sine wave to a sawtooth wave, and the X-axis changes
the oscillator’s frequency from 200Hz to 1.5kHz. The X/Y-coordinate pair also controls
VBAP panning in a similar way to the Ottoman. The photoresistors add toggled effects to
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the oscillators; when light is blocked from the left resistor it adds a significant amount of
clipped overdrive distortion to the signal, while the right resistor adds a noisy chorusing effect. The sounds are then sent through the same 4.2-channel DAC module as the Ottoman
and sent to the sound interface.
3.3

Conclusion
While the interface/processor/sound-generation concept works from a philosophical

perspective to help conceptualize different stages, there are in reality a number of components used that overlap in these areas.“The rhetorical opposition of hardware and software
is, on the material level, a fiction.”24 For example, the interface for the Wingback Chair includes four piezo disks for triggering that require the sound card from the sound-production
stage in order to function. The End Table interface uses a touchscreen that requires software running on the Raspberry Pi processor stage for touch-detection and visual feedback.
It also uses photoresistors that are accessed by the Pi’s GPIO pins in the same software.
While these pieces exist independently in terms of signal flow, these components cannot
be divorced from the other stages in a way that would make them truly independent, interchangeable modules. In the same way that these instruments are embedded with their
bodies and sound generating interfaces built into one identity, their design stages are also
intertwined.
24

Karamjit S Gill and Simon Penny, “Making Sense: Cognition, Computing, Art, and Embodiment”,
(2019): xxvii.
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Chapter 4
Observations & Future Developments
4.1

Public Presentations
Although it was designed to be played in a home, Musical Chairs has been presented in

a few different public settings, from lounges to galleries to theater lobbies. It was displayed
in the lounge of the FireHouse Gallery 1 in Baton Rouge, where patrons could engage with
it before or after viewing an exhibit. It was also installed in the lobby outside the concert
hall at the 2018 New Interfaces for Musical Expression 2 conference at Virginia Tech. For
the New West Evolving Arts and Music Organism 20th anniversary festival the installation
strayed even further from the original conception. As part of a larger installation with
other NIMEs, patrons improvised on the various instruments in a timed, loosely structured
group composition by composer Marcus Anomalous.3 Just as traditional instruments can
be performed in many settings, Musical Chairs are not limited to the home. It is important
to note that in all of these settings, the furniture was arranged to mimic a typical living
room arrangement. It was fascinating to observe how the audience understood the furniture
pieces, first sitting on the furniture, laughing a bit at the sounds produced by chance and
then deliberately exploring the sound worlds. As more people gathered in the group it
was gratifying to see how they would try to make the instruments sound good together in
ensemble. A group of multiple people who had never met, playing novel instruments were
able to create a satisfying ensemble performance.
Humans have an innate drive to be involved in the music making process and to make
music together in groups. Passive listening is rarely a completely fulfilling experience,
instead we feel compelled to join-in. We embody the music with the need to drum on
our steering wheels, sing along in the shower, or simply to tap a foot or bob a head.
There is an instinct to engage and be involved in the physical generation of the sound
1

FireHouse Gallery, The Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge: https://www.artsbr.org/.
NIME 2018 : http://nime2018.icat.vt.edu/schedule/, (Demo #3.07).
3
Cultural System #1 : http://nweamo.org/nweamo-2018-second-performance/.
2
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we’re experiencing. Making music in groups is especially compelling; music is conversation
and our urge to communicate is strong. Barry Traux suggests that musical rules such as
harmony and counterpoint “roughly characterize the rules of a well-balanced conversation
between equal partners;”4 the musical laws allowing for a balanced spread of information
across plural voices. Just as there are a spectrum of conversations, taking place in public
cafes or private bedrooms, Musical Chairs demonstrates that the ability to create and
experience music together can be easily plausible in a broad range of settings.
The goal of Musical Chairs isn’t so much the spontaneous joining-in psychosis present
in musicals where the musical numbers are set in contrast to the dialog; it is more like
the real-world Cajun jam circles in Breaux Bridge, Louisiana’s Tante Marie where people
come and merge with a perpetual jam session. They sip their coffees, then wander off
opening the seat for another patron that happens to have a guitar or fiddle handy. With
the furniture itself being embedded with synthesizers, people don’t even have to bring
their own instruments. They can randomly and spontaneously kick-off a jam that anyone
can join. In this way music-making and noise-games become an easily accessible social
activity, breaking the passive limits of modern streaming media. These interactions no
longer have to be limited to people with prior musical training or instrumental familiarity:
“Electronic music is replete with examples of prominent figures who had multiple careers,
whose experimental work was a noncommercial sideline, or who simply enjoy the act of
creation”.5 If the interfaces of these instruments are intuitive enough virtually anyone can
participate, with or without musical training.6 These furniture instruments are intended
to be blank slates for creating new relationships between physical gesture and the resulting
sound, allowing them to be customized to whatever the individual user needs or expects.
Each user has unique needs and expectations; few people want the same things and
4

Barry Traux, “Acoustic Communication, vol1”, Greenwood Publishing Group, (2001): 36.
Nick Collins, Margaret Schedel, and Scott Wilson, “Cambridge Introductions to Music: Electronic
Music”, Cambridge University Press, (2013): 7.
6
Joel Chadabe, “Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music”, Prentice-Hall, (1997):
332.
5
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commercial products rarely fit the needs of all.7 The same is true of traditional, acoustic
musical instruments. The power of electronic instruments with novel interfaces is their ability to tune the instrument to the user, rather than the user spending significant amounts
of time learning the mechanics and physics of the instrument. Ideally Musical Chairs unfolds “the largest potential of digital musical instruments–a complete freedom in pairing
gesture and its sonic result”.8 The instrument/furniture designs, as well as the code used
at the time of these demonstrations, is available at: https://gitlab.com/blessing5150/
musicalchairs/. This repository also includes a Wiki page outlining the construction of
these pieces and instructions for copying an modifying this release of the code.
4.2

Vision vs. Reality
Drawing from the model of Romantic Salons, Musical Chairs strives to make performa-

tive sonic art an in-home (or in-cafe) social activity again, with the goal of democratizing
the artistic experience. Sharing sound in the intimacy of the home has been a common
cultural desire for generations.9 By integrating the instruments into the furniture itself,
this kind of music making is no longer restricted to the social elite financially capable of
owning and housing a grand piano, or those families trained in music-making. The Internetof-Things (IoT) movement has demonstrated that embedding small affordable electronics
within everyday items, any object in the home can be embodied with additional purpose
beyond its original design, including the purpose of noise or music making.
Musical Chairs is meant to flatten access to music-making. Curated art and music
give a sense of demand and unequal power. The proscenium separates performer from
audience. Directors of large institutions have been called out in recent years for misusing
their power and bullying. The people in power tell the public what is and isn’t good art;
7

Eric Von Hippel, “Democratizing Innovation”, MIT Press, (2005): 33.
Vanissa Law, Wing Lun, “A Portfolio of Original Compositions and an Investigation into the Use of
Gestures and Controllers in Computer-based Electroacoustic Music, Hong Kong Baptist University, (2016):
143.
9
Margaret Schedel: Nick Collins and Julio d’Escriván, “The Cambridge Companion to Electronic Music”, Cambridge University Press, (2007): 35.
8
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most often created by white cis-men. If instruments are common-place in the home, there
is more room for diversity and equality in creativity.10 In academia there’s a “Schoenberg
syndrome,” if you don’t like his music, you simply aren’t smart enough to understand it.
Most music majors did not grow up playing rigorous 12-tone music yet it is a staple of higher
education, in part due to its predilection for analysis. The author has lived this dissonance
of representation in academic music studies, studying and performing “high art” for a select
few while performing for much larger and appreciative crowds in bar bands. Academic
conferences in computer music are aware of this split, SEAMUS, ICMC, and NIME all
have off site concerts of music with a beat where people can drink. These concerts were
initially seen as not as prestigious, but a younger generation is celebrating more inclusive
music making. Academic music too frequently gets tainted by the ugly competitive browbeating, the alpha-power structure of successfully having your music performed in a grand
hall.
These social reasons take a turn towards the political when the concerts attended are largely in the domain of academia. Concert performances count
as “scores” (no pun intended); the points gained go towards the climb up the
academic ladder of success. Resume-scanners are always on the lookout for
the latest performances of someone’s work: When was a particular piece done?
Where was it done? How many times? The more concerts devoted to a certain
person, the greater the POWER that person has. Does the last time I played
my tape piece for a few friends at home count in this game?11
–Brad Garton
Garton has started holding living room concerts trying to capture the intimacy of the
home. This yearning for musical connection in the home is not an isolated desire. In 2017,
AirBnB began promoting “Living Room Concerts” where patrons could experience a wide
variety of Salon-like performances, jam-sessions, and meet & greets with local artists.12
Artist residencies such as San Diego’s Space4Art provide lodging and workspace for local
10

Jocelyn Ho, Margaret Schedel, and Matthew Blessing, “Women’s Labor: An Installation and Concert
of New and Old ‘Feminine’ Instruments”, AWMAT, Santa Barbara USA, (2019).
11
Brad Garton: http://sites.music.columbia.edu/brad/writing/papes/Why_I_Hate_Concerts.
html
12
https://variety.com/2017/digital/news/airbnb-music-events-living-room-concerts-1202605344/
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artists and encourage frequent showings of recent work, pushing for the home to also act
as a gallery or concert hall.13 In other situations, old renovated homes can provide a multistage performance space while providing a comfortable, home-like aesthetic such as the
Dyson House in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.14 Musical Chairs builds on this intimacy and
recaptures media’s missing pillow-talk.
In addition to democratizing the music-making and the performance space, Musical
Chairs pushes for the democratization of instrument building. All aspects of this project
are open-source. Care was taken to develop the hardware and software in a way that they
can easily be shared online. Anyone who is interested can copy and modify the plans,
the interactions, and the sonic results. The license used in Musical Chairs is the original Open-source license; granting the user the right to run, study, modify, and distribute
software using the original code, as well as granting those same rights to anyone using the
distributed software.15 Musical Chairs is intended as a jumping-off point and a proof-ofconcept; with the intention that readers will explore the project, customize it to fit their
needs, and promote their findings and adaptations to the next generation of modifiers.
We should all strive for a world in which we share our efforts and advance the field. It
is a central feature of hacker culture to find it “a normal part of their research culture to
freely give and exchange software they had written, to modify and build on one another’s
software, and to freely share their modifications.”16 Already, the code for Musical Chairs
has been used in Women’s Labor, and is available as a Git-repository in the hope more
people will benefit from this work in the future.
4.3

Future Developments
The goal of Musical Chairs is to bring active music into the home as conveniently as

possible. For the installation portion of this project, the author opted to have absolute aes13
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thetic and acoustic control and so hand-crafted the furniture pieces from scratch. However,
the sensors and synthesizer hardware can be mounted or embedded to any kind of furniture: affordable flat-packed IKEA products, re-purposed thrifted items, or objects already
in the home. The processing power can also be scaled to the user’s preferences. One can
make an instrument with nothing more than a few piezos, an Arduino, an amplifier, and
a transducer on a table top. Alternatively custom-designed, digitally fabricated interfaces
could be seamlessly integrated into an acoustically-perfect enclosure driven by a Pi-cluster
supercomputer. The spectrum between these two technological poles is rich and can all
easily be enhanced with performative sonic capabilities.
One close-term future development is to research current IKEA designs and see if there
are any common components that are used in multiple designs, and model replacements
for those parts with embeddable-component mounts. This would remove some of the fabrication hurdles and allow more people to build their own Musical Chairs.
Another near-term concern is portability. The breadboards currently used in the prototypes are unfortunately not sufficient, especially for instruments that need to travel for
demos. It is too easy for wires to pull free and it’s very difficult to instruct a curator or performer how to rewire the breadboard or GPIO pins. To solve this problem, Pi hats similar
to the Bela 17 or COSMO-HAT 18 are being designed to house permanent versions of the
various circuits and connect securely to the Pi’s GPIO pins. This portability advancement
would also be useful for quick interface-exchange experiments in prototyping.
Longer term, the author is actively developing a protocol for networked communication
between the instruments and other smart-home devices inspired by IoT. Interconnection
with anything in the home or office, smart or otherwise, should be as simple as reasonably
possible. Software protocols for efficiently connecting to external Bluetooth speakers and
microphones, as well as HDMI mounts (see Appendix B.2.1) to connect to TVs or projectors
17
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Alex Hofmann, Bernt Isak Wærstad, and Kristoffer E Koch, “Csound Instruments on Stage”, NIME,
Brisbane Australia, (2016): 292–294.
18
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for multi-media explorations, with Musical Chairs at the center of the interface. Further
research on the hardware side is also active; 3D-printable mount options are being modeled to add these embedded capabilities to existing furniture with minimal modifications
required.
By networking the furniture instruments, sonic games could also be played; the performance on one instrument affecting the timbres or tonalities of one or more of the other
instruments. Connecting a beat-tracker from one of the instruments to smart-lights can
turn the living room into a disco. Smart-thermometers or embedded bird-feeders could
change the Coffee Table’s timbre based on the weather or by the kinds of birds visiting.
One could imagine the furniture becoming a nexus of whole-body or large-format video
game controllers, like an embedded non-dedicated Microsoft Kinect.19
Other more practical uses for this paradigm could also be explored. For instance, using
everyday furniture as a smart-home control hub instead of an invasive always-listening
smart home device. Playing chilling dissonant chords on the table could turn down your
smart-thermostat. A specific action as you rise from the chair could trigger a “bed time”
routine that locks all doors, closes curtains, dims lights, and adjusts the thermostat for
sleep comfort. One could even imagine using the embedded sensors for therapeutic or
medical uses such as posture maintenance.
Finally, more installations and observations are being planned. New instruments and
variations to Musical Chairs furniture are being conceived; expanding the project to include bedroom furniture like nightstands and beds, bookshelves and computer desks, as
well as kitchen counters and cabinets. Food and music are two of the most commonly
shared social experiences; how much fun would it be to jam while making dinner? Once
these designs are complete and fabricated, they will be submitted to future conferences for
demos and installations; or ideally, the un-conferences where conference participants will
be able to make participant-driven music. In addition, the author is composing musical
19
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works to demonstrate possible interactions with the furniture pieces and add some starting
momentum to making this a more common-place social interaction in the future.
Current developmental research is largely being done through exploring available opensource projects. Any and all developments from these resources will similarly be documented and added to future Git releases of Musical Chairs, enabling future researchers to
learn from this dissertation, as well as its living repository.
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Appendix A
Software

This code can also be downloaded at: https://gitlab.com/blessing5150/musicalchairs/
-/tree/master/Software
A.1

SD-Image Build

Raspberry Pi Kernel: 5.4.40-v8+, aarch641
Base Operating System: “Raspbian Buster with desktop and recommended software”
https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/raspbian/
Apt-Installed Packages:
• Ant - “apt install ant”
• Arduino - “apt install arduino”
• Audacity - “apt install audacity”
• Blender - “apt install blender”
• Chuck - “apt install chuck”
• Csound - “apt install csound”
• Emacs - “apt install emacs”
• Faust - “apt install faust”
• Faustworks - “apt install faustworks”
• Fritzing - “apt install fritzing”
• G++ - “apt install g++”
• Gimp - “apt intall gimp”
• Git - “apt install git”
• GitLab Runner - “apt install gitlab-runner”
• Inkscape - “apt install inkscape”
• Julia - “apt install julia”
1

For aarch64, add “arm 64bit=1” to /boot/config.txt
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• libusb - “apt install libusb-1.0-0-dev”
• MuseScore - “apt install musescore”
• QT - “apt install qt5-default”, “apt install qt5-qmake”, “apt install qtbase5-devtools”
• Pure Data - “apt install puredata”
• Pure Data External Packages - “apt install pd-comport pd-cyclone pd-deken pd-ekext
pd-ggee pd-iemambi pd-iemlib pd-iemmatrix pd-iemnet pd-mrpeach pd-osc pd-py
pd-vbap pd-zexy”
• Sonic Visualiser - “apt install sonic-visualiser”
• SuperCollider - “apt install supercollider”
Curl-Installed Packages:
• Processing - “curl https://processing.org/download/install-arm.sh | sudo sh”
Other Packages
• Reaper(armv7l) - http://reaper.fm/download.php#linux_download
• Wekinator - https://github.com/brannondorsey/wekimini
A.2

BASH Scripts

musicalChairs launch.sh
#!/bin/sh
# move to ‘/home/pi/Startup’ folder and uncomment proper instrument
#sleep 60s
# Update Software, un-comment to pull updates at startup
#cd /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs
#git pull &
sleep 10s
# Un-comment selected instrument
#sh ‘/home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/launchScripts/coffeeStartup.sh’ &
#sh ‘/home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/launchScripts/ottomanStartup.sh’ &
#sh ‘/home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/launchScripts/endStartup.sh’ &
#sh ‘/home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/launchScripts/chairStartup.sh’ &
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musicalChairs startup.sh
#!/bin/sh
# add ‘sh /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/launchScripts/musicalChairs startup.sh’
to /etc/rc.local
sh ‘/home/pi/Startup/musicalChairs launch.sh’ &
# enable zram features
cores=$(nproc –all)
modprobe zram num devices=$cores
swapoff -a
totalmem=f̀ree | grep -e “ˆMem:” | awk ‘{print$2}’`
mem=$(( ($totalmem / $cores) * 1024 ))
core=0
while [ $core -lt $cores ]; do
echo $mem > /sys/block/zram$core/disksize
mkswap /dev/zram$core
swapon -p 5 /dev/zram$core
let core=core+1
done
&
chairStartup.sh
#!/bin/sh
# Driver amps on
gpio export 4 out
# gpio -g write 4 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio4/value &
# Subwoofer amps on
gpio export 17 out
# gpio -g write 17 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio17/value &
sleep 10s
# Launch instrument
/usr/bin/java -jar /home/pi/Wekinator/dist/WekiMini.jar /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/
Software/wekiProjects/seatCushion/seatCushion.wekproj &
/usr/bin/java -jar /home/pi/Wekinator/dist/WekiMini.jar /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/
Software/wekiProjects/backCushion/backCushion.wekproj &
pd -nogui -rt /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/pdPatches/wingBack GUI.pd
&
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coffeeStartup.sh
#!/bin/sh
# Driver amps on
gpio export 4 out
# gpio -g write 4 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio4/value &
# Subwoofer amps on
gpio export 17 out
# gpio -g write 17 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio17/value &
sleep 10s
# Launch instrument
pd -nogui -noadc -rt /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/pdPatches/coffeeTable GUI.pd
&
endStartup.sh
#!/bin/sh
# Driver amps on
gpio export 4 out
# gpio -g write 4 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio4/value &
sleep 10s
# Launch instrument
pd -nogui -noadc -rt /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/pdPatches/endTable GUI.pd
&
processing-java –sketch=/home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/processingCode/endTop2Pd
–present &
ottomanStartup.sh
#!/bin/sh
# Driver amps on
gpio export 4 out
# gpio -g write 4 1
echo 1 >/sys/class/gpio/gpio4/value &
sleep 10s
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# Launch instrument
/usr/bin/java -jar /home/pi/Wekinator/dist/WekiMini.jar /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/
Software/wekiProjects/ottoCushion/ottoCushion.wekproj &
pd -nogui -rt /home/pi/Instruments/musicalchairs/Software/pdPatches/ottoman GUI.pd
&
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A.3

Arduino Firmware

chairCushion.ino
#include <Filter.h>
/*
Adapted from the “a readAllAnalog.ino” example provided by Plusea.
License:
https://github.com/plusea/CODE/blob/master/libraries/License.txt
*/
byte analogPins[ ] = { A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 };
//raw variables
int val1;
int val2;
int val3;
int val4;
int val5;
int val6;
//filter variables
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>

filteredVal1(5,0);
filteredVal2(5,0);
filteredVal3(5,0);
filteredVal4(5,0);
filteredVal5(5,0);
filteredVal6(5,0);

//output variables
float sensor1;
float sensor2;
float sensor3;
float sensor4;
float sensor5;
float sensor6;
void setup() {
for(int i=0;i<6;i++){
pinMode(analogPins[i], INPUT PULLUP);
}
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop() {
val1=analogRead(0);
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val2=analogRead(1);
val3=analogRead(2);
val4=analogRead(3);
val5=analogRead(4);
val6=analogRead(5);
filteredVal1.Filter(val1);
filteredVal2.Filter(val2);
filteredVal3.Filter(val3);
filteredVal4.Filter(val4);
filteredVal5.Filter(val5);
filteredVal6.Filter(val6);
float
float
float
float
float
float

sensor1
sensor2
sensor3
sensor4
sensor5
sensor6

=
=
=
=
=
=

filteredVal1.Current();
filteredVal2.Current();
filteredVal3.Current();
filteredVal4.Current();
filteredVal5.Current();
filteredVal6.Current();

//Send to Pd
Serial.write(1);
Serial.write(sensor1);
Serial.write(2);
Serial.write(sensor2);
Serial.write(3);
Serial.write(sensor3);
Serial.write(4);
Serial.write(sensor4);
Serial.write(5);
Serial.write(sensor5);
Serial.write(6);
Serial.write(sensor6);
//delay 10ms to prevent bogging down
delay(10);
}
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ottomanCushion.ino
#include <Filter.h>
/*
Adapted from the “a readAllAnalog.ino” example provided by Plusea.
License:
https://github.com/plusea/CODE/blob/master/libraries/License.txt
*/
byte analogPins[ ] = { A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 };
//raw variables
int val1;
int val2;
int val3;
int val4;
int val5;
int val6;
int val7;
int val8;
//filter variables
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>
ExponentialFilter<float>

filteredVal1(5,0);
filteredVal2(5,0);
filteredVal3(5,0);
filteredVal4(5,0);
filteredVal5(5,0);
filteredVal6(5,0);
filteredVal7(5,0);
filteredVal8(5,0);

//output variables
float sensor1;
float sensor2;
float sensor3;
float sensor4;
float sensor5;
float sensor6;
float sensor7;
float sensor8;
void setup() {
for(int i=0;i<8;i++){
pinMode(analogPins[i], INPUT PULLUP);
}
Serial.begin(9600);
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}
void loop() {
val1=analogRead(0);
val2=analogRead(1);
val3=analogRead(2);
val4=analogRead(3);
val5=analogRead(4);
val6=analogRead(5);
val5=analogRead(6);
val6=analogRead(7);
filteredVal1.Filter(val1);
filteredVal2.Filter(val2);
filteredVal3.Filter(val3);
filteredVal4.Filter(val4);
filteredVal5.Filter(val5);
filteredVal6.Filter(val6);
filteredVal7.Filter(val7);
filteredVal8.Filter(val8);
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

sensor1
sensor2
sensor3
sensor4
sensor5
sensor6
sensor7
sensor8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

filteredVal1.Current();
filteredVal2.Current();
filteredVal3.Current();
filteredVal4.Current();
filteredVal5.Current();
filteredVal6.Current();
filteredVal7.Current();
filteredVal8.Current();

//Send to Pd
Serial.write(1);
Serial.write(sensor1);
Serial.write(2);
Serial.write(sensor2);
Serial.write(3);
Serial.write(sensor3);
Serial.write(4);
Serial.write(sensor4);
Serial.write(5);
Serial.write(sensor5);
Serial.write(6);
Serial.write(sensor6);
Serial.write(7);
Serial.write(sensor7);
Serial.write(8);
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Serial.write(sensor8);
//delay 10ms to prevent bogging down
delay(10);
}
coffeeTable capTouch.ino
/*********************************************************
This is a library for the MPR121 12-channel Capacitive touch sensor
Designed specifically to work with the MPR121 Breakout in the Adafruit shop
—> https://www.adafruit.com/products/
These sensors use I2C communicate, at least 2 pins are required to interface
Adafruit invests time and resources providing this open source code, please support Adafruit
and open-source hardware by purchasing products from Adafruit!
Written by Limor Fried/Ladyada for Adafruit Industries.
BSD license, all text above must be included in any redistribution
**********************************************************/
#include <Wire.h>
#include “Adafruit MPR121.h”
// You can have up to 4 on one i2c bus but one is enough for testing!
Adafruit MPR121 cap1 = Adafruit MPR121();
Adafruit MPR121 cap2 = Adafruit MPR121();
Adafruit MPR121 cap3 = Adafruit MPR121();
Adafruit MPR121 cap4 = Adafruit MPR121();
// Arrays
int touched1[
int touched2[
int touched3[
int touched4[

]
]
]
]

=
=
=
=

void setup() {
while (!Serial);

{
{
{
{

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0
0
0
0

};
};
};
};

// needed to keep leonardo/micro from starting too fast!

Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println(“Adafruit MPR121 Capacitive Touch sensor test”);
// Default address is 0x5A, if tied to 3.3V its 0x5B
// If tied to SDA its 0x5C and if SCL then 0x5D
if (!cap1.begin(0x5A)) {
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Serial.println(”MPR121 not found, check wiring?”);
while (1);
}
Serial.println(”cap1 found!”);
if (!cap2.begin(0x5B)) {
Serial.println(”MPR121 not found, check wiring?”);
while (1);
}
Serial.println(”cap2 found!”);
if (!cap3.begin(0x5C)) {
Serial.println(”MPR121 not found, check wiring?”);
while (1);
}
Serial.println(”cap3 found!”);
if (!cap4.begin(0x5D)) {
Serial.println(”MPR121 not found, check wiring?”);
while (1);
}
Serial.println(”cap4 found!”);
}
void loop() {
// Get the currently touched pads
currtouched1 = cap1.touched();
currtouched2 = cap2.touched();
currtouched3 = cap3.touched();
currtouched4 = cap4.touched();
cap1.setThresholds(16,8);
cap2.setThresholds(16,8);
cap3.setThresholds(16,8);
cap4.setThresholds(16,8);
for (uint8 t i=0; i<12; i++) {
touched1[i] = (currtouched1 & BV(i));
if (i == 11) {
Serial.write(“Left1”); Serial.write(touched[ ]);
}
}
for (uint8 t j=0; j<12; j++) {
touched2[j] = (currtouched2 & BV(j));
if (j == 11) {
Serial.write(“Left2”); Serial.write(touched[ ]);
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}
}
for (uint8 t k=0; k<12; k++) {
touched3[k] = (currtouched3 & BV(k));
if (k == 11) {
Serial.write(“Right1”); Serial.write(touched[ ]);
}
}
for (uint8 t l=0; l<12; l++) {
touched4[l] = (currtouched4 & BV(l));
if (l == 11) {
Serial.write(“Right2”); Serial.write(touched[ ]);
}
}
return;
}
A.4

Processing Scripts

endTop2Pd.pde
/*
oscP5/netP5 - https://github.com/sojamo/oscp5/blob/master/LICENSE
processing.io - https://github.com/processing/processing/blob/master/license.
simpletouch - https://github.com/gohai/processing-simpletouch/blob/master/src/gohai/
simpletouch/SimpleTouch.java
*/
import
import
import
import

oscP5.*;
netP5.*;
processing.io.*;
gohai.simpletouch.*;

//Text Parameters
int textH = 25;
//OSC Variable Init
OscP5 oscP5;
NetAddress toPureData;
//PhotoResistor Variable Init
int leftResPin = 17;
int rightResPin = 18;
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float leftResVal = 0;
float rightResVal = 0;
//Spectral Variables Init
float spectralW = 72;
int rectW = 18;
float[ ] spectralY = new float[44];
float aScalar = 100;
SimpleTouch touchscreen;
int onOff = 0;
void draw() {
background(250);
textSize(textH);
fill(50, 150, 150);
text(“Saw”, 0, textH);
textSize(textH);
fill(50, 150, 150);
text(“Osc”, 0, (height-textH+1));
textSize(textH);
String t = “Osc”;
float tW = textWidth(t);
fill(50, 150, 150);
text(“200Hz”, tW+1, (height));
textSize(textH);
String s = “5kHz”;
float sW = textWidth(s);
fill(50, 150, 150);
text(“5kHz”, width-sW, (height));
SimpleTouchEvt touches[ ] = touchscreen.touches();
for (SimpleTouchEvt touch : touches) {
//log resistor values
leftResVal = GPIO.digitalRead(leftResPin);
rightResVal = GPIO.digitalRead(rightResPin);
// the id value is used to track each touch
// we use it to assign a unique color
fill((touch.id * 100) % 360, 100, 100);
// x and y values from 0.0 to 1.0
ellipse(width * touch.x, height * touch.y, 25, 25);
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oscP5.send(new OscMessage(“/touchData”).add(touch.x).add(touch.y),toPureData);
oscP5.send(new OscMessage(“/resistorData”).add(leftResVal).add(rightResVal),toPureData);
}
if (touches.length == 0) {
onOff = 0;
}
else {
onOff = 1;
}
oscP5.send(new OscMessage(“/touches”).add(onOff),toPureData);
//draw spectral rectangles
for(int i=0; i<44; i=i+4) {
rect(i*rectW, height-spectralY[i],
fill(255, 10, 10, 255);
}
for(int i=1; i<44; i=i+4) {
rect(i*rectW, height-spectralY[i],
fill(10, 255, 10, 255);
}
for(int i=2; i<44; i=i+4) {
rect(i*rectW, height-spectralY[i],
fill(10, 10, 255, 255);
}
for(int i=3; i<44; i=i+4) {
rect(i*rectW, height-spectralY[i],
fill(0, 0, 0, 255);
}

rectW, spectralY[i]);

rectW, spectralY[i]);

rectW, spectralY[i]);

rectW, spectralY[i]);

}
void oscEvent(OscMessage theOscMessage) {
if (theOscMessage.checkAddrPattern (“/spectralValues”) == true) {
for (int j=0; j<44; j++) {
spectralY[j] = theOscMessage.get(j+1).floatValue();
}
return;
}
}
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A.5
A.5.1

Pure Data Patches
GUIs

Figure A.1: chair GUI

Figure A.2: coffeeTable GUI
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Figure A.3: endTable GUI

Figure A.4: ottoman GUI
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A.5.2

Abstractions

Figure A.5: DAC Module - Minor differences across instruments. Shown: coffeeDAC

Figure A.6: chairInterface
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Figure A.7: coffeeInterface

Figure A.8: endInterface

Figure A.9: hadamardReverb
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Figure A.10: orchPlayer 2samp

Figure A.11: orchTrigger 2samp

Figure A.12: ottoGrains
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Figure A.13: ottomanInterface

Figure A.14: touchSound

Figure A.15: vbapPanner
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A.5.3

Sub-patches

Figure A.16: arrayParse

Figure A.17: arrays

Figure A.19: chorusPoly
Figure A.18: capacitiveData
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Figure A.20: chorus

Figure A.21: cushionData

Figure A.23: eqPowCrossfader

Figure A.22: cushionPack
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Figure A.24: grainPoly

Figure A.25: instrumentSelector

Figure A.26: matrixMult
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Figure A.27: multiTouch

Figure A.28: nameFormat

Figure A.29: ottoSound

Figure A.30: pitchShifter
Figure A.31: playback
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Figure A.32: ringMod

Figure A.33: sensorAve

Figure A.34: sensorDifference

Figure A.35: soundDur
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Figure A.36: soundFiles

Figure A.37: soundLoader
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Figure A.38: spectrum

Figure A.39: stationOne

Figure A.40: tableDistortion
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Figure A.41: tables

Figure A.42: voice
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A.6

Wekinator Projects

Figure A.43: Ottoman Cushion Wekinator Project Details

Figure A.44: Chair Back Wekinator Project Details
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Figure A.45: Chair Seat Wekinator Project Details
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Appendix B
Hardware

These designs can also be downloaded at: https://gitlab.com/blessing5150/musicalchairs/
-/tree/master/Hardware, or from the a360.co links provided below.
B.1

Furniture Blueprints
All furniture pieces in Musical Chair share a common aesthetic. Beech is the primary

hardwood with walnut accents. Sturdy hemp canvas is used for the upholstery, with blue
dye accents and cushions. Each piece also shares a mirrored 45-degree chamfer and rectangular trench in the walnut accent capping the apron faces; as well as a templated curve on
the outer edge of each leg and inner corner of the “foot” of each leg. For acoustic purposes,
all pieces also have a fully enclosed design; opting to have a bottom panel floated in a dadocut channel in the bottom of each apron panel’s interior face. These panels are floated to
allow for wood expansion, but–diverging slightly from traditional wood working–a flexible
silicone caulking is applied to these vertices to prevent air leakage. Not represented in
these designs is a spiral pattern drilled into the apron faces for speaker projection–another
aesthetic commonality–as well as adjustable feet drilled into the bottom end of each leg; in
preparation of quick leveling on potentially uneven venue flooring. The following images
are provided to give a general sense of scale for each piece, they are not fully comprehensive sketches of all the necessary components. To view a 3D-model or download complete
sketches of each instrument, visit the a360 links provided after each description below.
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B.1.1

Ottoman

Figure B.1: Ottoman: Exploded Orthogonal View
This Ottoman uses traditional, hand-carved mortise-and-tenon joinery. The cushion is
made with two 2-inch layers of upholstery foam topped with an inch thick layer of batting.
This is attached to a 3/4-inch thick panel of plywood with a blue-dyed hemp canvas. The
cushion sits within a picture-frame style top, hiding the upholstery seams. This walnutframed top mounts the cushion to a half-inch thick apron.In the embedded version of
this piece, the pressure-sensor pad rests between the upholstery foam and plywood panel.
Picture-frame style
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Figure B.2: Ottoman: Orthogonal & Bottom Views

Figure B.3: Ottoman: Side Views
For an interactive 3D explodable view of the Ottoman, visit: https://a360.co/36juAeK
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B.1.2

Wingback Chair

Figure B.4: Wingback Chair: Exploded Orthogonal View
The Wingback Chair takes advantage of modern Domino joinery1 in place of the traditional mortise-and-tenon. This joinery technique greatly simplified the tenon-angle matching for the slanted rear legs. Due to upholstery encasing the entire chair-back, more efficient
yet unsightly joinery such as wood screws were acceptable to reinforce the more stressed
glue joints where the back meets the bottom of the chair. This piece’s cushions are made
1

https://www.festoolcanada.com/products/domino-joining-system
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in the same fashion as the Ottoman above. For easy access to the electronics, the cushions are dropped into the chair using French cleats. The bottom face holds a full-sized
subwoofer and the horizontal back panels contain mounted transducers, giving the chair a
vibro-tactile element.

Figure B.5: Wingback Chair: Orthogonal & Side Views

Figure B.6: Wingback Chair: Front & Rear Views
For an interactive explodable view of the Wingback Chair, visit: https://a360.co/34tcMMJ
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B.1.3

Coffee Table

Figure B.7: Coffee Table: Exploded Orthogonal View
The Coffee Table also explored more modern Domino joinery. The table top and lower
shelf are book-matched–they were made as half of the panel at double thickness, then
rip-cut length-wise on a band saw and glued together. This technique gives symmetry to
the wood’s grain pattern. The top was then mounted to the apron with a picture-frame
style walnut border. The bottom shelf also has a walnut border mounted to the legs with
dowel rods cut as simple cylindrical tenons drilled into the table’s legs. The CNC-milled
subwoofer panel–discussed below in Appendix B.2.1–floats in the dado channel cut into the
bottom of the table’s apron.
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Figure B.8: Coffee Table: Orthogonal & Top Views

Figure B.9: Coffee Table: Side Views
For an interactive 3D explodable view of the Coffee Table, visit: https://a360.co/
2RDJWGu
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B.1.4

End Table

Figure B.10: End Table: Exploded Orthogonal View
The End Table returns to the traditional mortise-and-tenon joinery, this time taking
advantage of a router table to quickly yet precisely sculpt the tenons and a square-chiselmortiser to quickly batch-cut the mortises. Like the Coffee Table, this table’s top and
lower shelf were assembled as half-panels at double thickness, then ripped down the middle
of the panel to book-match the wood grain patterns. These panels were also attached to
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the legs and apron faces by picture-frame style walnut borders similar to the Coffee Table
construction.

Figure B.11: End Table: Orthogonal & Top Views

Figure B.12: End Table: Side Views
For an interactive 3D explodable view of the End Table, visit: https://a360.co/35369lq
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B.2

Digital Fabrication
In addition to tradition wood-working techniques, digital fabrication was also used in

Musical Chairs. Both additive 3D-printing and subtractive techniques such as laser-cutting
and computer-numerical-controlled (CNC) milling were explored. The following designs
were drafted in AutoDesk ’s Fusion360 software, with the exception of the laser-cutting
files–which were drafted in Corel Draw. These were then fabricated using the Lulzbot
Taz 3D-Printer and Universal Laser Systems Laser Cutter in Louisiana State University’s
Center for Computation & Technology, as well as the Art Department’s Forest Scientific
CNC-Mill.
B.2.1

Additive: 3D-Prints

Figure B.13: Larger Power/Data and XLR Input Plates

Figure B.14: Smaller Power/Data Input Plate
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Figure B.15: Bassport Example: End Table

Figure B.16: Large Speaker Mount for Dayton Audio ND105
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B.2.2

Subtractive: Laser Cuts & CNC-Milled Panels

Figure B.17: Subwoofer Mounts for Wingback Chair and Coffee Table

Figure B.18: CNC Milling Utilized for Subwoofer Mounts

Figure B.19: CNC-Milled Mount for Touch Screen in End Table Top
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(a) Original Online Inspiration Image

(b) SketchUp Draft of Laser Cutter Print File

Figure B.20: Designing the Spiral with the aide of Jamie Kutner

Figure B.21: Final Templates Used to Drill Out Speaker Grills
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